
* Please note all prices are a starting cost. Custom Consultations are mandatory prior to booking 
any makeup service.  Clients will receive a final quote to confirm all services requested. Bridal Party members cost is the 

prices listed below. Trials for all makeup services are not included in the special occasion pricing. All trials for bridal party 
members or any special occasion look is $55.00. 

 
Basic Makeup look $75 
Full makeup application with out lashes.  
 
Basic Makeup look with lashes $85 
Full makeup application including lashes. 
 
Basic Airbrush makeup look $ 110 
Full makeup airbrush application. 
 
Basic Airbrush makeup look with lashes $120 
Full makeup airbrush application and lashes. 
 
Natural minimal Makeup $55 
Includes minimal foundation/powder/concealer. Light cheek color, mascara application and light lipstick color.  
(This look doesn’t include any eyeshadow, eyeliner or brow fill in.) Lashes not included in this look. 

 

Bride To BE Makeup Applications 

   
*All Bride to BE Makeup costs INCLUDE the trial cost in the price. All trials are scheduled at a 90minute appointment. If 
multiple looks example ceremony transition to reception look/dramatic to natural is an additional $55 and turns into 
2.5hour service time.  Price stays the same if trials are not wanted. Stylists will not have experience with your skin. 

 
Classic Bridal Makeup $195 
Full makeup application including lashes if desired. Makeup used is high definition and flash back friendly.  
 
Full Glam Bridal makeup $210 
Full makeup application, including lashes. This look is best described as an evening look. Sultry smoking eyes heavier contour 
highlight look.  
 
Classic Airbrush Makeup $210 
Full makeup application applied with the airbrush technique, includes lashes. This look is best for the most flawless complexion and 
high definition photography and video. Gives the most faux looking skin.  
 
Full Glam Airbrush Makeup $250 
This look is Full makeup application applied with the airbrush technique. This look is best described has a sultry smoky eye look, 
dramatic contour and highlight look. Lashes are included.  
 
Natural Minimal Makeup $150 
This look is very minimal makeup, we work with the look of the natural texture and appearance of the skin and faces natural bone 
structure. This look DOES NOT INCLUDE eye shadow or brows. Simple mascara is used lashes are not included in this look. High 
definition makeup is used to prevent flashbacks and high shine on the skin. This look may seem minimal however trials are 
recommended. Natural no makeup look is a hard look to achieve.   

 

Bridal & Special Occasion Makeup 

Service Menu 


